Indonesian Migrant Workers and their `Ethnic Communities\u27 in Taiwan by 小池 誠
In the morning and afternoon we can see the elderly who are being looked
after by Indonesian or Vietnamese female migrant workers in every city
park in Taiwan. Nowadays foreign migrant workers constitute a small but
significant part of Taiwanese society. Foreign caregivers are needed by
Taiwanese families in which both the husband and the wife go to work to
leave their elderly parent(s), but the crowd of Southeast Asian workers on
Sundays sometimes attracted complaints from the local residents. The aim
of this paper1） is to examine the background of the rapid increase of
migrant workers from Southeast Asian countries, especially Indonesia, and
their socio-cultural impact on Taiwanese society. Focusing on ‘ethnic
communities’ where Indonesian migrant workers gather on their days off,
it is discussed how Taiwanese people view the presence of migrant
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1）This is a slightly revised version of the paper I read at the 2014 International
Conference on Asia-Pacific Studies “Migration and Transformation in the Asia-
Pacific” held at National Sun Yat-sen University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, on
November 13-15, 2014.
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workers within their own society. This paper is based on data collected in
the anthropological research I have conducted intermittently in Taipei,
Taoyuan and Kaohsiung since 2011.
Community is a key concept in this paper. It is one of the most
frequently used concepts in social and cultural science, but community is
very difficult to define in a precise manner. In anthropology, conventionally
“‘community’ is to be characterized in terms of： (i) common interests
between people; or (ii) a common ecology and locality; or (iii) a common
social system or structure” [Rapport 1996：114]. It is difficult to apply these
three characteristics to this analysis of the Indonesian community because
it is not a locally confined enclave, and dormant on weekdays. Vered Amit
discusses a new approach to the concept of community：
Community, I will argue, is just such a ‘titular’ concept, and in
investigating it we can productively draw on concepts that are
general enough that they can encompass a wide range of situations
and are therefore concomitantly ‒ and productively ‒ ambiguous
[Amit and Rapport 2012：5].
A more effective working model of community must therefore focus
on the uncertainties arising in the intersection between the idea and
actualization of sociation. Thus, inspired by Burke’s notion of
strategic ambiguities, in my own effort to develop some concepts
that will allow us to productively investigate the ground of
community I want to identify three strategic, intersecting points at
which such ambiguities necessarily arise： (1) joint commitment；(2)
affect or belonging and (3) forms of association [Ibid.：6].
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What is important is that Amit proposes to use ‘community’ as a concept
to ‘think with’ and to work with the ambiguity of this concept in order “to
pose some useful questions about a variety of conditions for, and
conceptions of social mobilization” [Ibid.：xii]. Amit’s concept of ‘community’
is more applicable to the ‘ethnic communities’ discussed in this paper than
the conventional one.
I argue that community is a two-faced entity. In the Indonesian eyes, the
area with many Indonesian stores and restaurants is an ‘Indonesian
community’ where they can eat Indonesian food and meet their
compatriots so that they can enhance their feelings of national belonging
and solidarity as if they were back in their home country. In the eyes of
some local residents, however, such an ‘ethnic community’ is regarded as a
dangerous ‘ghetto’ that they are afraid to enter. Therefore, the research of
Taiwanese perception about Indonesian workers is also important for this
study.
The Increase of Indonesian Migrant Workers
Following the Philippines which have been well-known as a labor-export
country, the government of Indonesia has propelled the export of workers
since the 1980s as an economic strategy to acquire more foreign
remittances. The value of remittances sent home by almost 294,000
overseas workers amounted to US$425.2 million between January and
April 2004 [Loveband 2006：77]. As the Indonesian statistics shows, in 2011
a total of 581,081 workers left Indonesia to go to receiving countries, 64.3 %
of whom were female workers (see Table 1). The rapid feminization of the
labor force, especially in the case of migrant workers, is a worldwide
phenomenon spreading in tandem with globalizing processes [Trask 2010：4,
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90-91]. In sending countries such as Indonesia and the Philippines, women
are working outside the home country in increasingly greater numbers,
while men are losing their once taken-for-granted role as the primary or
only breadwinner in the family [Ibid.：5]. On the other hand, in receiving
countries such as not only the United States and European countries but
also Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong, the work of caring is increasingly
being taken up by women from developing countries who leave their own
families behind [Cole and Durham 2007：12].
Recently there have been salient changes in the number and destination
of migratory flows in Asia. Asian migrant workers went to Middle Eastern
countries after the oil boom in the mid-1970s. Since the rapid
industrialization by East Asia’s “four tigers”, that is, Taiwan, Singapore,
Hong Kong and South Korea, in the 1980s and 1990s, they have become
major destinations for migrant labor from Southeast Asia [Lan 2006：30]. To
meet the demands for mostly “3 D” (dirty, dangerous, difficult) workers, in
1989 Taiwan passed legislation allowing the receiving of foreign workers
from a limited number of countries [Loveband 2006：76]. The Indonesian
workers have followed Thais and Filipinos since the 2000s, and soon
surpassed them in numbers. The statistics of KDEI (Kantor Dagang dan
Ekonomi Indonesia = Indonesian Office of Commerce and Economy) shows
that the number of Indonesian workers increased to 154,596 and
constituted 40.89% of the total foreign workers in Taiwan in November
2010 (see Table 2) [Bidang Imigrasi 2010]. It is sure that there are a certain
number of illegal workers who ran away from the employers, but no
formal data have been available to demonstrate the number2）. The
2）Indonesians in Taiwan （在台灣印尼社會/Orang Indonesia di Taiwan ）, in
August 2008 has recorded 125,330 legal residents of Indonesian nationality and
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feminization of migrant workers is conspicuous in Taiwan. Though Table 2
does not indicate the sex ratio of foreign workers, most of those working in
the industry sectors are men and most of those in the service sectors are
women. Over 80% of Indonesian workers are women who are hired as
caregivers to look after the elderly and live in the employers’ houses. As
Table 1 shows, the number of workers leaving for Taiwan was 59,335, that
is, 6,057 men (10.2%) and 53,278 women (89.8%) in 2009, and 77,222, that is,
estimated 5,000 more residing illegally [Yuniarto 2011：8].
Men Women Totalin 2009 Men Women
Total
in 2011
Saudi Arabia 24,909 251,724 276,633 25,892 108,027 133,919
Malaysia 62,512 61,374 123,886 94,580 38,728 133,308
Taiwan 6,057 53,278 59,335 15,200 62,022 77,222
UAE 1,591 38,800 40,391 4,427 35,643 40,070
Singapore 18 33,059 33,077 6,930 40,851 47,781
Hong Kong 16 32,401 32,417 1,161 49,122 50,283
Others 8,085 58,348 66,433 59,410 39,088 98,498
Total 103,188 528,984 632,172 207,600 373,481 581,081
Indonesia Vietnam ThePhilippines Thailand Others Total
Industry
Sectors
20,949
(10.86%)
52,778
(27.37%)
54,489
(28.25%)
64,633
(33.51%)
10
(0.01%)
192,859
(100%)
Service
Sectors
133,647
(72.15%)
27,018
(14.59%)
23,306
(12.58%)
1,252
(0.68%)
1
(0.00%)
185,224
(100%)
Total 154,596(40.89%)
79,796
(21.11%)
77,795
(20.58%)
65,885
(17.43%)
11
(0.00%)
378,083
(100%)
Table 1 The numbers and receiving countries of Indonesian workers departing
in 2009 and 2011 [Badan Pusat Statistik 2011：113, 2012：105]
Table 2 Foreign workers in Taiwan according to the countries of origin and
categories of work (November 2010) [Bidang Imigrasi 2010]
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15,200 men (19.7%) and 62,022 women (80.3%) in 2011 [Badan Pusat Statistik
2011：113, 2012：105].
For Indonesian workers, Taiwan has been a highly favored destination
country largely due to the perception of higher wages than the Middle
Eastern countries such as Saudi Arabia and the rising demand for
caregivers. Taiwan’s decision to import foreign workers entails the severe
restriction of the immigration intake specifying who may employ a foreign
worker. The eligibility to employ a foreign caregiver takes two main
forms： first, families with two or more children under the age of six or a
dependent person over the age of 75, and second, with a chronically ill or
paralyzed family member [Loveband 2006：77]. According to the
government policy, live-in Indonesian workers should be caregivers, not
domestic workers, but they are often forced to do various types of
domestic work and chores by their employers. Another feature of migrant
workers is the strict regulation enforced by Taiwan’s government. They
are employed on temporary contracts (three years maximum) and are
prohibited from immigrating or naturalizing. They have no chance of
permanent settlement and family reunification [Lan 2006：32-33], and must
leave Taiwan after their fixed-term contracts expire.
Indonesian Communities near Railway Stations
Lan Pei-Chia, who researched Filipino and Indonesian female migrant
workers in Taiwan from 1998 to 1999 and from 2002 to 2003, describes
clearly the situation of the communities that appeared on Sundays:
The communities of migrant workers in Taiwan do not appear as
a spatially confined and constantly active ethnic enclave. Their
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activities are intermittent ‒ dormant on weekdays and active only
on Sundays ‒ and their members are fluid ‒ most migrant workers
do not reside in the community but only visit as consumers on their
days off. These features of communities, again, reflect how migrant
domestic workers experience particular time-space relations in
Taiwan under the regulations imposed by host families and states ‒
more specifically, their live-in condition and transient residence.
Given these constraints, Filipino and Indonesian domestic workers
have developed communities of their own. The infrastructure of the
communities rests on the support of other transnational migrants,
including missionaries, ethnic Chinese, and marriage migrants from
Southeast Asia. Based on the transnational flows of goods and
people, these business-oriented enclaves accommodate the social
activities and consumptive needs of migrant contract workers.
These migrant communities tend to be segregated along national
lines. Such ecology emerges out of scale economy, but it also mirrors
a relationship of market competition between migrant groups [Lan
2006：182-183].
This succinct description of migrant communities remains the same
during the field research I have conducted intermittently in Taipei,
Taoyuan and Kaohsiung since 2011. However, ethnic businesses catering to
migrant workers have developed greatly over the past ten years.
An Indonesian anthropologist Yuniarto researched the ethnic businesses
of Indonesians living in Taiwan. He writes a historic background of
Indonesian entrepreneurship. According to his interviews, the pioneer
shops that opened as Indonesia restaurant and grocery shops were Ratna
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Sari , Indo Rasa, Lilly, and Maya located near the railway station in the
Taoyuan district, and they all still exist3）. However, in Taiwan, Indonesian
restaurants had existed as early as the 1980s, but they did not serve
migrant workers. These restaurants were owned by the Indonesians who
had acquired Taiwan nationality and stayed in Taiwan for many years.
These restaurants served anyone who wanted to eat cuisine with
Indonesian taste. For instance, Satay House is quite an old Indonesian
restaurant in Taipei. In the 1990s only a small number of Indonesian
migrants worked in Taiwan. Most of them worked in Taipei and Taoyuan.
In those days, Indonesian migrant workers stood in line to enter Ratna
Sari, Indo Rasa, Lilly, and Maya on their days off because only a small
number of Indonesian restaurants and shops were available [Yuniarto
2011：11-12]. After this period, Indonesians’ ethnic businesses began to
develop, and grew significantly in number and type, especially in the 2010s.
While on Sundays many Filipino workers visited the Catholic church and
gathered in the surrounding Chungshan area known as “Little Manila” or
“Philippines City” where Taiwanese and Filipino vendors sold a variety of
commodities and food targeted at the workers [Lan 2006：183], Indonesian
workers gathered at Taipei Railway Station serving “as a node of personal
flow, social networking, and chains of activities” [Ibid.：188] during Lan’s
research in Taipei. Indonesian workers sat on the floor of the ground-level
lobby, chatting and sharing snacks and homemade food, and went shopping
in the underground Metro Mall or hung out in “karaoke bars” in the nearby
streets [Ibid.]. Lan describes the Chungshan District as one of the
“weekend enclaves” which appeared in several Asian cities, such as the
3）In February 2012, I could find only Ratna Sari and Maya behind Taoyuan
Station among the four restaurants mentioned above.
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Lucky Plaza in Singapore and the Central District in Hong Kong [Ibid.：166].
Nowadays, only a few Indonesian workers sit on the floor of the station
on their days off. They gather in the Indonesian community located around
Beiping West Road（北平西路）just across the street from the East Gate 3
of Taipei Railway Station. When I visited the area in March 2012, I found a
neighborhood with eleven Indonesian shops and restaurants4）, that is, three
Indonesian restaurants (RM Mirasa5）, Sari Rasa and Sinar Terang ), two
shops (Indo Sari Jaya and Toko6） Sari ), two international shipping offices
(Jawa Peti Kemas and Express Nusantara ), two credit company offices
(Raja Wali and Global ), an international remittance office (BNI Express7）),
and a hair salon (Ria Hair Salon )8）. Additionally, there is an area where
Indonesian stores and restaurants are located in a marginal part of Taipei
Underground Mall（台北地下街Y區）. In January 2011, I recognized a total
of seven Indonesian stores and restaurants. Except a store named EEC9）
near Exit Y 4, the others were located near Exit Y 23 in a relatively
adjacent manner. There were two Indonesian restaurants (New Indo-Rasa
Restoran and Toko Citra Indah ), and four stores (Toko Mas Indomas, Zs
4）The number of Indonesian stores has been unstable since the commencement
of my research in Taiwan. Some stores closed and another would open each
year.
5）RM is an abbreviation for Rumah Makan meaning restaurant in Indonesian.
6）In Indonesian toko means a store. There are many Indonesian stores in whose
name toko is used.
7）BNI is an abbreviation for Bank Negara Indonesia, that is, Indonesian National
Bank.
8）On a weekday in August 2014, almost all Indonesian shops and restaurants
were closed in the area. A storekeeper told me that few Indonesian workers
visited the area on weekdays and the stores were opened only on weekends.
9）EEC is the name of an international remittance company for Indonesians, but
this stores sells a variety of goods such as Indonesian food, magazines, CDs,
VCDs, cosmetics, phone cards and mobile phone accessories.
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Shop, Yamie Money Changer and Toko Merry10）).
This Indonesian community near Taipei Railway Station is not unique. In
most of the neighborhoods near railway stations there are such
communities in Taiwan. This paper focuses on two such Indonesian
communities in Taoyuan and Kaohsiung. In the industrial areas of Taoyuan
there are many factories where male migrants from Southeast Asian
countries work. Lan describes the landscape of the area behind Taoyuan
Station and the migrant workers gathering there in the early 2000s as
follows:
it is common to see couples in Taoyuan consisting of a Thai man
and an Indonesian woman11）, who communicate with each other with
their limited Chinese vocabulary.
Walking out of Taoyuan Railway Station through an underground
tunnel, one enters an exotic wonderland filled with vendors selling
phone cards, mobile phone accessories, and cheap toys. Taiwanese
developers long disregarded this area behind the station, but it is
now filled with three-story complexes of migrant business ‒ the first
floor a delicatessen, the second floor a karaoke bar, and the third
floor a dance club. There one can taste satay and phat Thai,
purchase coconut milk and shrimp crackers, and meet potential
mates on the dance floor [Lan 2006：191].
In marked contrast to the front area of Taoyuan Station where a
10）Toko Merry is the sole bookstore I find in Taipei.
11）Because the number of Thai migrant workers has decreased in Taiwan, it is
rare to see such international couples. Usually, Indonesian female workers enjoy
having dates with Indonesian men.
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department store（新光三越）and other shopping malls are opened for
Taiwanese consumers, in the back of the station there is an area of all
ethnic businesses catering to Southeast Asian workers from Indonesia,
Vietnam and Thailand. When I visited Taoyuan city on a Sunday in
February 2012, I heard a lot of migrant workers speaking Vietnamese.
Behind the station I recognized six Indonesian, eleven Vietnamese, and two
Thai stores/restaurants on Yanping Road（延平路）and Dalin Road（大林
路）crossing it12）. Among them, there were four Indonesian restaurants
(RM Sari Rasa, Warung Indonesia Maya, Ratna Sari and RM Irasa ) and
two Indonesian stores (Surabaya and Indo Star ).
Kaohsiung is the second biggest city in Taiwan, where I have conducted
anthropological research focusing on Indonesian migrant workers and the
ethnic businesses targeted at them. Nanhua Road（南華路）lying in front of
Kaohsiung Railway Station is a well-known Indonesian community in
Kaohsiung. On Sundays many Indonesian women and men stroll along the
street, and some enjoy shopping and eating together with their
compatriots, and others sing karaoke songs delightfully and loudly.
However, on weekdays the area is almost deserted with few Indonesian
visitors, and we can recognize the Indonesian community only from
banners and signboards on which Indonesian words and Chinese store
names such as “印尼小吃店” (Indonesian restaurant) are written. When I
visited the street in August 2014, there were two Vietnamese restaurants
and eight Indonesian stores and restaurants. Entering the road from the
direction of the station, we saw Toko Indo Al-Fasanur13）, Miami, RM
12）The number of Vietnamese workers has increased and surpassed that of Thai
workers since the 2000s.
13）Toko Indo means ‘Indonesian Store’ in Indonesian.
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Indonesia Bpk. Zainal Abidin, Bali Store, Jawa Peti Kemas, ABC Phone,
Toko Sumber Indo, and Armada. Indonesian stores and restaurants in
Taiwan are classified into two types：specialty type and multifunction type.
Jawa Peti Kemas and ABC Phone are categorized as specialty type. The
former deals in international shipping and the latter in mobile phones and
their equipment. The other stores and restaurants are categorized as
multifunction type. For example, Bali Store, whose Chinese name is “印尼小
吃店,” provides international shipping service, Indonesian cuisine and
karaoke, and sells a variety of Indonesian goods such as food, magazines,
CDs, VCDs and cosmetics. Also, RM Indonesia Bpk. Zainal Abidin, which
means “Mr. Zainal Abidin’s Indonesian restaurant,” sells a variety of
Indonesian goods.
Figure 1 Toko Indo Al-Fasanur on Sunday (August 17, 2014)
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Map 1 Indonesian Community in Kaohsiung (Based on Google Maps)
Map 2 Indonesian Stores and Restaurants in Kaohsiung (Based on Google Maps)
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Indonesian stores and restaurants and a neighborhood containing them
serve as nodal points for the networks of Indonesian migrant workers. On
their days off they not only meet and enjoy shopping and gossiping about
their employers’ family affairs, but also exchange important information
about their working conditions and government regulations. The
importance of their networking is confirmed by Lan’s description of the
days-off gatherings of Filipino and Indonesian female workers. “Through a
collective presence on the urban back stage [that is, a park], migrant
workers achieve a sense of social belonging and solidarity. They use the
Sunday gatherings to circulate legal information, express grievances, and
offer emotional support to each other. They cry on each other’s shoulders
and color the gray mist of work routines as a maid with humor and
laughter” [Lan 2006：169]. Also, Indonesian stores and restaurants function
as ‘mediators’ between Indonesian contract workers and the Taiwanese
society. Especially the role of the Taiwanese storekeepers’ wives is
significant. Most of them are Indonesian Chinese women14） or former
Indonesian female workers15） married to Taiwanese men, who can speak
both Chinese and Indonesian languages16）.
Local Perception of Indonesian Communities
Lan Pei-Chia refers to the Taiwanese people’s indifference and negative
attitude toward gatherings of Indonesian workers. “An invisible yet firm
line divides migrant workers and Taiwanese passengers in the first-floor
14）Indonesian Chinese women are ethnic Chinese who were born in Indonesia and
have migrated to Taiwan.
15）Most of Indonesian contract workers are non-Chinese Indonesians from the
Island of Java and other islands.
16）RM Indonesia Bpk. Zainal Abidin whose storekeeper is Zainal Abidin, an
Indonesian Muslim married to a Taiwanese woman, is an exceptional case.
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lobby [of Taipei Railway Station]. Most Taiwanese hurry through the
hallway to buy tickets or catch trains. When passing, they avoid eye
contact with the migrant crowd [Ibid.：188]. Moreover, she discusses their ill
feelings toward Indonesian workers:
The gatherings of migrant workers in public space have attracted
complaints from urban residents. One criticism particularly targets
squatters in Taipei Railway Station, which is designed as a front
stage on which the city displays an image of modernity to visitors.
When one Taipei City councilor conducted a survey of Taiwanese
people in the train station, 76 percent of the 272 respondents said
that they were either “disgusted” or felt “bad” about the noise and
mess made by migrant workers there on Sundays. Ninety percent of
those polled viewed the phenomenon as a “negative subculture” that
would ruin the image of this city landmark17）[Ibid.：191].
Yang Li-Fang [2008] wrote a master’s thesis based on the research she
conducted around Beiping West Road near Taipei Railway Station, and
discussed the relationship between Indonesian stores and restaurants and
Taiwanese local residents18）. According to Yang’s statement, as most of the
local residents had moved out of this neighborhood and Taiwanese stores
and offices were opened only on weekdays, they did not exhibit open
hostility toward the Indonesian community on Sundays. An informant
residing among the Indonesian stores had never informed the police even
when he felt their business activities noisy. He said, “They conduct
17）Lan cites the result of a survey from Taiwan News, June 11, 2000 [Lan 2006: 274].
18）My research assistant 徐幼恩 translated the Chinese text into Japanese.
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business on only a few days a month. Every Sunday I leave this noisy
environment.” The local police had never received any complaints from the
residents. Also, the head of the neighborhood（里長）, who rented the first
floor of his building to the Indonesian office Global, agreed with the above-
mentioned local attitude toward Indonesians. He said, “The residents have
never complained to me. Formerly, a lot of Thai construction workers
often drank too much and disturbed the local security. But now most of the
Indonesian female workers gathering on Sundays never cause any trouble.
Just sometimes I check the hygienic and sanitary conditions of the
Indonesian stores and restaurants” [Ibid.：87-88].
Although the residents demonstrated no open hostility toward
Indonesian migrant workers, actually they avoided the Indonesian area.
Most of her informants said, “We have never entered the restaurants
because their cuisine is totally different from ours.” They were prejudiced
against Indonesian food even though they had never tried it. The
Taiwanese people passing through the neighborhood never entered the
Indonesian restaurants because they feared the people in the ethnic sphere
and the language they could not understand at all. An informant said, “The
people in the area are all ‘migrant workers’（外労）. How can I enter alone?
I do not know how and what to buy if I enter a store” [Ibid.].
These feelings and attitudes are often heard among ordinary Taiwanese
people. Seeing it as a foreigners’ ghetto, they are afraid to enter Indonesian
communities. However, not all Taiwanese are prejudiced against
Indonesian workers. Opinions and attitudes are more varied among the
local residents in the neighborhood of Nanfua Road, Kaohsiung, where I
conducted interviews in August 201419）. Their different attitudes toward
19）When I researched in Kaohsiung, my research assistant 徐幼恩 served as a
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Indonesians and the Indonesian community depend on their respective
relationships with the Indonesian workers, and stores and restaurants. An
elderly woman working in a Taiwanese grocery store did not have bad
feelings against the Indonesian workers coming to the store to buy soft
drinks. She said, “They are all good men. They are purer than Taiwanese
people. They have never caused any trouble.” Because they managed to
communicate with her in Chinese, she was favorably impressed with them.
The owner of a juice stand（水果冰）had a good relationship with the next-
door Indonesian store. He said, “Before the neighbor celebrates an Islamic
event in which a lot of Indonesians attend, the Indonesian wife always
come to ask for permission.” While the two informants were satisfied to
associate with neighboring Indonesians, an informant working for a hotel
showed open hostility toward Indonesians. She said, “Most of our guests
complain about the noisy karaoke songs from the neighboring restaurant.
Indonesians drink much and enjoy singing. Because this neighborhood
seems like a foreign country, Taiwanese people rarely come to stay at our
hotel.” The result of the interviews shows that Taiwanese people have
negative feelings against Indonesians when the interests of the two sides
conflict.
Though most ordinary Taiwanese people do not dare to eat Indonesian
cuisine, some visit Indonesian communities to enjoy ‘exotic’ cuisine and
goods. Gourmets often look for delicious ethnic food and upload their
comments on websites. For example, a menu and photos of RM Mirasa
(Indonesian restaurant Mirasa) on Binping West Road can be found on the
website “痞客邦PIXNET.”20） This kind of multicultural attitude which
translator.
20）http://bluehero.pixnet.net/blog/post/31113841-%5 B%E 9% A 3%9 F%E 8% A
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highlights a variety of Southeast Asian food has developed on Taiwanese
websites21）. The presence of Indonesian migrant workers has been admitted
in a more formal and grand manner. More than 40,000 Indonesian Muslims,
that is, migrant workers and students, attended the celebration marking
Eid al-Fitr, the end of the month-long Ramadan fast on August 3, 2014 in
the main atrium of Taipei Railway Station.
Over 40,000 Muslims also gathered at Taipei Railway Station for Eid.
To accommodate the large crowds, the station fielded 50 staff to
guide traffic flows for attendees. The station also reserved its first-
floor central area for the celebrations.
TRS［Taipei Railway Station］Director Chien Hsin-li said the station
hired an Indonesian announcer to guide the people and redirect
some celebrants to activities held at Liberty Plaza22） and the
memorial park. ”I was deeply moved by the Indonesian volunteers’
efforts to help clean the station afterward.”
“The most cherished value of a religion is respect for others,”
Taiwan Railways Administration Director-General Chou Yung-hui
said. “TRA always seeks to provide the best and friendliest
service.”23）
8%98%5 D-%E 5%8 F%B 0% E 5%8 C%97-rm.mirasa-%E 5%8 D%B 0% E 5% B 0%
BC%E 9% A 4%90% E 9% A 4% A 8
21）In addition to “痞客邦PIXNET,” the website “I Peen愛評網” (http://www.ipeen.
com.tw) lists a lot of ethnic restaurants in Taiwan.
22）At Liberty Plaza, the event featuring Indonesian singer, Inul Daratista, was
held on the same day.
23）Taiwan Today (http://taiwantoday.tw/ct.asp?xitem=220289&CtNode=416)
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Formerly, as Lan Pei-Chia states, the gathering of Indonesian workers
sitting on the floor of the station attracted complaints from Taiwanese
passengers. But, in 2014 TRS reserved the floor to hold the celebration of
Eid al-Fitr, and harmonious cooperation between TRS and the Indonesian
volunteers was seen. Additionally, the local government of Taipei City
helped to organize the event featuring a famous Indonesian dangdut24）
singer, Inul Daratista, at Liberty Plaza on the same day. Multicultural
policy to tolerate the presence of Indonesian workers and their Islamic
activities has developed over the past ten years in the city of Taipei.
Concluding Remarks
Generally speaking, ambivalent feelings and attitudes toward Indonesian
migrant workers have been found in the Taiwanese society. Families with
elderly parent(s) require the services of Indonesian female caregivers.
Family members view a live-in migrant worker as a person and never fear
her presence in their home even though they know that she has a different
cultural and religious background. However, if they see a crowd of
Indonesian men and women strolling on the street where Indonesian stores
and restaurants are located together, they harbor bad feelings against such
‘foreigners’ communities.’ I argue that this kind of prejudiced attitude
prevails among some Taiwanese people. Especially, Taiwanese residents
whose interests conflict with the Indonesians’ show open hostility against
the Indonesian community. Those who have never communicated
personally with Indonesians tend to have more prejudice. Though I am
afraid that prejudice against Indonesian migrant workers will not fully
disappear in Taiwan, multicultural-oriented policies have been realized in
24）Dangdut is a typical Indonesian pop music.
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Taipei, where Islamic celebrations were supported by TRS and the
government of Taipei City.
There has been no demonstration against foreign migrant workers in the
cities of Taiwan. Some citizens are still worried about the foreign workers
and the ethnic communities they gather on Sundays, but most Taiwanese
people calmly have realized that migrant workers are an indispensable
part of Taiwanese society.
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Indonesian Migrant Workers
and their ‘Ethnic Communities’ in Taiwan ４７
The aim of this paper is to examine the socio-cultural impact of migrant
workers from Southeast Asian countries, especially Indonesia, on the
Taiwanese society, focusing on their ‘ethnic communities.’ In 2010 the
number of Indonesian workers increased to 154,596 and constituted 40.89%
of the total foreign workers in Taiwan. Over 70% of those workers are
women hired as caregivers to look after the elderly, who are forced to do
other types of domestic work by their employers. Based on data collected
in the anthropological researches I have conducted intermittently in Taipei,
Taoyuan and Kaohsiung since 2011, this paper argues that foreign migrant
workers constitute a small but significant part of Taiwanese society. They
are not permanent immigrants but temporary workers subject to
immigration and labor regulations, and must leave Taiwan after their fixed-
term contracts expire. Their spatially confined communities are invisible on
weekdays in Taiwan. However, mostly near railway stations, nowadays we
can see ‘ethnic communities’ where many Southeast Asian workers gather
on their days off to enjoy shopping and eating together with their
compatriots. For example, near the Taipei Main Station, there is a
neighborhood with eleven Indonesian stores and restaurants. These ethnic
businesses cater mostly to Indonesian migrant workers, and some of them
are managed by former workers married to Taiwanese men. This is
termed an ‘ethnic community,’ serving as a nodal point for the networks of
Indonesian workers. Some Taiwanese people visit the area to enjoy ‘exotic’
cuisine and goods, but others feel afraid, seeing it as a foreigners’ ‘ghetto.’
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